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SENTENCE COMPLETION 

Q.1 Adroitness related to uber- _____________ makes you a paragon bowler in the game of cricket.  .     

A)      Circumduction        C)      Debut    

B)      Clement       D)      Felicitous 

Q.2 At the stage of ___________ of a child, distributing sweets is a general custom in the Punjab.     

A)      Acupuncture         C)      Deciduousness  

B)      Matriculation      D)      Corroborating 

Q.3 It was so pathetic to hear the news of the attack of a rapacious and _______ tiger on an innocuous 

child.    

A)      Perfunctory        C)      Immolated     

B)      Feral       D)      Impregnable 

Q.4 His audacious sagacity _____________ with all other herculean abilities garnished his inherent 

character. 

A)      Flaunted         C)      Caricatured  

B)      Arched      D)      Integrated 

SPOT THE ERROR 

Q.5 He as well as his mother, desperately need help.                 

   A         B                           C              D     

Q.6 But they would be very different than the tides which the small mass of the moon raises in our oceans.  

 A                                  B                     C                                                     D                                                          

 

Q.7  When you are getting on in years it is nice to sit with the fire and drink a cup of tea and listen to the school bell. 

   A          B                                            C                                   D                                                          

 

Q.8  A group of eighteenth century building centred on a quadrangle, and there were acres of playing fields  

       A          B                            C                                                                D                                                          

beyond. 

Q.9  Although there is still need for improvement, but we are now generally less fearful than our fathers and  

                                                    A                                 B                                            C                        

              grandfathers were.       

                                      D                                                                                                                                                                   

Q.10  She was a governess out of job, with a little money saved up. 

                      A                  B                 C                         D                                                          

Sentence Correction  
 
Q. 11.   

A) You can't satisfy your conscience by writing a cheque for a few guineas and keep them at arm's length. 

B) You can't satisfy one’s conscience by writing cheque for a few guineas and keeping them on arm's length. 

C) You can't satisfy your conscience by writing a cheque for a few guineas and keeping them at arm's length. 

D) You can't satisfy your conscience by writing cheque for a few guineas and keep them on arm's length. 
Q. 12.   

A. Ali hopes onto the train and finds a carriage full of kids who, like him, were all in their sarongs and dressing 
gowns.  
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B. Ali hops onto the train and found a carriage full of kids who, like him, are all in their sarongs and dressing 
gowns.  

C. Ali hops onto the train and finds a carriage full of kids whom, like him, are all in his sarongs and dressing 
gowns.  

D. Ali hops onto the train and finds a carriage full of kids who, like him, are all in their sarongs and dressing gowns.  
 

Q. 13.   

A) Mubashra is tanned and have shoulder-length brown hairs while Sidra is fair and has blonde hair.  

B) Mubashra is tanned and has shoulder-length brown hair while Sidra is fair and has blonde hair.  

C) Mubashra is tanned and has shoulder-length brown hairs while Sidra is fare and has blond hair.  

D) Mubashra is tanned and has shoulder-length brown hair while Sidra is fair and have blonde hairs.  
Q. 14.   

A) If those whom have the power to change this law have listened to my story, I hope they see that the law is 
cruel, barbaric, and inhumane.  

B) If those who have the power to change this law has listened to my story, I hope it will see that the law is 
cruel, barbaric, and inhumane.  

C) If those who has the power to change this law have listened my story, I hope they would see that the law is 
cruel, barbaric, and inhumane.  

D) If those who have the power to change this law have listened to my story, I hope they will see that the law is 
cruel, barbaric, and inhumane.  

Q. 15  

A) One of the steps in making my flat ready for sale is the redecoration of the entire place.  

B) One of the steps in making my flat to ready for sale is the redecoration of the entire place.  

C) One of the steps in making my flat ready for sale are the redecoration of the entire place.  

D) One of the step in making my flat ready for sale is the redecoration of the entire place.  
Q. 16.   

A) Ahmad got up and began rummaging through the refrigerator, eventually seizing on a plate plied with pizza 
slices congealed into an amorphous lump that resembled with a failed lasagna.  

B) Ahmad got up and began rummaging through the refrigerator, eventually ceasing on a plate plied with pizza 
slices congealed into an amorphous lump that resembled a failed lasagna.  

C) Ahmad got up and begun rummaging through the refrigerator, eventually seizing on a plate plied with pizza 
slices congealed into an amorphous lump that resembled a failed lasagna.  

D) Ahmad got up and began rummaging through the refrigerator, eventually seizing on a plate plied with pizza 
slices congealed into an amorphous lump that resembled a failed lasagna.  

Q. 17   

A) In the modern Olympics, gymnastics is the sports in which Chinese athletes are very successful.  

B) In the modern Olympics, gymnastics are the sports in which Chinese athletes are very successful.  

C) In the modern Olympics, gymnastics are the sport into which Chinese athletes are very successful.  

D) In the modern Olympics, gymnastics are the sports in which Chinese athletes are much successful.  
Q. 18  

A) Hide the bottom edge of a mirror with gravel to help prevent mud splashing to the surface.  

B) Hide the bottom edge of a mirror with gravel to help prevent mud splashing onto the surface.  

C) Hide the bottom edge of a mirror with gravel to help to prevent mud splashing onto the surface.  

D) Hide the bottom edge of a mirror with gravel to help prevent mud splashing on the surface.  
Q. 19  

A) You can buy hairs product specially formulated to remove some chlorine buildup and restore body.  

B) You can buy hair products specially formulated to remove some chlorine buildup and restore body.  

C) You can buy hair products especially formulated to remove some chlorine buildup and restore body.  

D) You can buy hair products specially formulated remove some chlorine buildup and restore body.  
Q. 20   

A) Programming languages often consist of a seemingly random use of parenthesis, brackets, asterisks, 
slashes, colons and semicolons.  

B) Programming languages often consists of a seemingly random usage of parenthesis, brackets, asterisks, 
slashes, colons and semicolons.  

C) Programming languages often consist of a seemingly random usage of parenthesis, brackets, asterisks, 
slashes, colons and semicolons.  
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D) Programming languages often consist of a seeming random usage of parenthesis, brackets, asterisks, 
slashes, use of colons and semicolons.  

 
(D)      In each of the following questions, four alternative meanings of a word are given. You have to select 
the NEAREST CORRECT MEANING of the given word and fill the appropriate Bubble/ Circle on the MCQ 
Response Form.   
 
Q.21  Catharsis 

A)      Liberation       C)      Impinge 
B)      Sanitation          D)      Befuddle 

Q.22 Churn 

A)      Forswear       C)      Roil 
B)      Galvanize       D)      Obliterate 

Q.23 Decompression 

A)      Discreet       C)      Imminent 
B)      Easement       D)      Interweaved    

Q.24 Acquiesce 

A)      Comply       C)      Gambit 
B)      Glib       D)      Fabricate  

Q.25 Blasphemous 

A)      Contrived       C)      Profane 
B)      Condoned          D)      Caulk 

Q.26 Braille 

A)      Dots          C)      Splotches  
B)      Circles       D)      riffs 

Q.27 Discretion 

A)      Will       C)      Can 
B)      Shall       D)      Should   

Q.28 Elusive 

A)    Adhesive       C)      Subtle 
B)    Subscripted        D)      Brevity 

Q.29 Facet 

A)      Facade       C)      Decorum 
B)      Sanatorium       D)      Delta   

Q.30 Inscrutable 

A)      Foyer       C)      Unfathomable 
B)      Debunked                                                 D)      Avatar 

 

ANSWER KEY 

 
SENTENCE COMPLETION 

Q.1 Adroitness related to uber- _____________ makes you a paragon bowler in the game of cricket.  .     

A)      Circumduction        C)      Debut    

B)      Clement       D)      Felicitous 

Q.2 At the stage of ___________ of a child, distributing sweets is a general custom in the Punjab.     

A)      Acupuncture         C)      Deciduousness  

B)      Matriculation      D)      Corroborating 

Q.3 It was so pathetic to hear the news of the attack of a rapacious and _______ tiger on an innocuous 

child.    

A)      Perfunctory        C)      Immolated     

B)      Feral       D)      Impregnable 

Q.4 His audacious sagacity _____________ with all other herculean abilities garnished his inherent 

character. 

A)      Flaunted         C)      Caricatured  

B)      Arched      D)      Integrated 

SPOT THE ERROR 

http://www.thefreedictionary.com/eject
http://www.thefreedictionary.com/elevate
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Q.5 He as well as his mother, desperately need help.                 

   A         B                           C              D     

Q.6 But they would be very different than the tides which the small mass of the moon raises in our oceans.  

 A                                  B                     C                                                     D                                                          

 

Q.7  When you are getting on in years it is nice to sit with the fire and drink a cup of tea and listen to the school bell. 

   A          B                                            C                                   D                                                          

 

Q.8  A group of eighteenth century building centred on a quadrangle, and there were acres of playing fields  

       A          B                            C                                                                D                                                          

beyond. 

Q.9  Although there is still need for improvement, but we are now generally less fearful than our fathers and  

                                                    A                                 B                                            C                        

              grandfathers were.       

                                      D                                                                                                                                                                   

Q.10  She was a governess out of job, with a little money saved up. 

                      A                  B                 C                         D                                                          

Sentence Correction  
 
Q. 11.   

E) You can't satisfy your conscience by writing a cheque for a few guineas and keep them at arm's length. 

F) You can't satisfy one’s conscience by writing cheque for a few guineas and keeping them on arm's length. 

G) You can't satisfy your conscience by writing a cheque for a few guineas and keeping them at arm's length. 

H) You can't satisfy your conscience by writing cheque for a few guineas and keep them on arm's length. 
Q. 12.   

E. Ali hopes onto the train and finds a carriage full of kids who, like him, were all in their sarongs and dressing 
gowns.  

F. Ali hops onto the train and found a carriage full of kids who, like him, are all in their sarongs and dressing 
gowns.  

G. Ali hops onto the train and finds a carriage full of kids whom, like him, are all in his sarongs and dressing 
gowns.  

H. Ali hops onto the train and finds a carriage full of kids who, like him, are all in their sarongs and dressing gowns.  
 

Q. 13.   

E) Mubashra is tanned and have shoulder-length brown hairs while Sidra is fair and has blonde hair.  

F) Mubashra is tanned and has shoulder-length brown hair while Sidra is fair and has blonde hair.  

G) Mubashra is tanned and has shoulder-length brown hairs while Sidra is fare and has blond hair.  

H) Mubashra is tanned and has shoulder-length brown hair while Sidra is fair and have blonde hairs.  
Q. 14.   

E) If those whom have the power to change this law have listened to my story, I hope they see that the law is 
cruel, barbaric, and inhumane.  

F) If those who have the power to change this law has listened to my story, I hope it will see that the law is 
cruel, barbaric, and inhumane.  

G) If those who has the power to change this law have listened my story, I hope they would see that the law is 
cruel, barbaric, and inhumane.  

H) If those who have the power to change this law have listened to my story, I hope they will see that the law is 
cruel, barbaric, and inhumane.  

Q. 15  

E) One of the steps in making my flat ready for sale is the redecoration of the entire place.  

F) One of the steps in making my flat to ready for sale is the redecoration of the entire place.  

G) One of the steps in making my flat ready for sale are the redecoration of the entire place.  

H) One of the step in making my flat ready for sale is the redecoration of the entire place.  
Q. 16.   

E) Ahmad got up and began rummaging through the refrigerator, eventually seizing on a plate plied with pizza 
slices congealed into an amorphous lump that resembled with a failed lasagna.  
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F) Ahmad got up and began rummaging through the refrigerator, eventually ceasing on a plate plied with pizza 
slices congealed into an amorphous lump that resembled a failed lasagna.  

G) Ahmad got up and begun rummaging through the refrigerator, eventually seizing on a plate plied with pizza 
slices congealed into an amorphous lump that resembled a failed lasagna.  

H) Ahmad got up and began rummaging through the refrigerator, eventually seizing on a plate plied with pizza 
slices congealed into an amorphous lump that resembled a failed lasagna.  

Q. 17   

E) In the modern Olympics, gymnastics is the sports in which Chinese athletes are very successful.  

F) In the modern Olympics, gymnastics are the sports in which Chinese athletes are very successful.  

G) In the modern Olympics, gymnastics are the sport into which Chinese athletes are very successful.  

H) In the modern Olympics, gymnastics are the sports in which Chinese athletes are much successful.  
Q. 18  

E) Hide the bottom edge of a mirror with gravel to help prevent mud splashing to the surface.  

F) Hide the bottom edge of a mirror with gravel to help prevent mud splashing onto the surface.  

G) Hide the bottom edge of a mirror with gravel to help to prevent mud splashing onto the surface.  

H) Hide the bottom edge of a mirror with gravel to help prevent mud splashing on the surface.  
Q. 19  

E) You can buy hairs product specially formulated to remove some chlorine buildup and restore body.  

F) You can buy hair products specially formulated to remove some chlorine buildup and restore body.  

G) You can buy hair products especially formulated to remove some chlorine buildup and restore body.  

H) You can buy hair products specially formulated remove some chlorine buildup and restore body.  
Q. 20   

E) Programming languages often consist of a seemingly random use of parenthesis, brackets, asterisks, 
slashes, colons and semicolons.  

F) Programming languages often consists of a seemingly random usage of parenthesis, brackets, asterisks, 
slashes, colons and semicolons.  

G) Programming languages often consist of a seemingly random usage of parenthesis, brackets, asterisks, 
slashes, colons and semicolons.  

H) Programming languages often consist of a seeming random usage of parenthesis, brackets, asterisks, 
slashes, use of colons and semicolons.  

 
(D)      In each of the following questions, four alternative meanings of a word are given. You have to select 
the NEAREST CORRECT MEANING of the given word and fill the appropriate Bubble/ Circle on the MCQ 
Response Form.   
 
Q.21  Catharsis 

A)      Liberation       C)      Impinge 
B)      Sanitation          D)      Befuddle 

Q.22 Churn 

A)      Forswear       C)      Roil 
B)      Galvanize       D)      Obliterate 

Q.23 Decompression 

A)      Discreet       C)      Imminent 
B)      Easement       D)      Interweaved    

Q.24 Acquiesce 

A)      Comply       C)      Gambit 
B)      Glib       D)      Fabricate  

Q.25 Blasphemous 

A)      Contrived       C)      Profane 
B)      Condoned          D)      Caulk 

Q.26 Braille 

A)      Dots          C)      Splotches  
B)      Circles       D)      riffs 

Q.27 Discretion 

A)      Will       C)      Can 
B)      Shall       D)      Should   

Q.28 Elusive 

A)    Adhesive       C)      Subtle 
B)    Subscripted        D)      Brevity 

http://www.thefreedictionary.com/eject
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Q.29 Facet 

A)      Facade       C)      Decorum 
B)      Sanatorium       D)      Delta   

Q.30 Inscrutable 

A)      Foyer       C)      Unfathomable 
B)      Debunked                                                 D)      Avatar 

 

 

http://www.thefreedictionary.com/elevate

